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OCP: Oracle Database 11g Administrator Certified Professional Study Guide: (Exam 1Z0-053)Sybex, 2009

	This updated study guide for the latest release of the most popular database software in the world—Oracle Database 11g— reviews using the RMAN recovery catalog, handling Flashback technology, managing memory and resources, automating tasks, diagnosing the database, and much more. Plus, more than 100 pages of workbook...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Learn Java for Android Development, Third Edition, is an update of a strong selling book that now includes a primer on Android app development (in Chapter 1 and Appendix C, which is distributed in the book’s code archive).  This book teaches programmers the essential Java language skills necessary for...
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NetBeans  Ruby and Rails IDE with JRuby (FirstPress)Apress, 2008

	As Ruby and Rails continues to grow, and more and more jobs are coming online that require you to effectively develop Ruby and Rails in the web tier. Beyond the Rails framework, there are still very few proven tools and IDEs to get the job done, at least until now. The NetBeans Ruby and Rails IDE, according to some, is by far the best and...
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Machine Learning for Mobile: Practical guide to building intelligent mobile applications powered by machine learningPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of machine learning on mobiles and build intelligent mobile applications with ease

	
		Key Features

		
			Build smart mobile applications for Android and iOS devices
	
			Use popular machine learning toolkits such as Core ML and TensorFlow Lite
	
			Explore...
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Open Source Development with CVSParaglyph, 2003
The need for a modern source-code management strategy in the distributed open-source community is paramount. The benevolent dictatorship model of open-source maintainers is only quasi-stable, but it is far better than the other extreme: the chaos of democratic code development.
 The best available compromise is the concurrent versioning system...
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Degunking Microsoft OfficeParaglyph, 2005
Degunking Microsoft Office covers the basics to help you quickly get your PCs back to top performance.  The unique thing about Degunking Microsoft Office is that it's organized according to the special "cleaning" process that will improve the performance of your computer. Shortcut and time calculation charts are provided...
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The CSS Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & HacksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2004
A practical guide on CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) for professionals and novices, that can be used both as a tutorial and read cover-to-cover or as a handy and practical reference book to common problems, solutions and effects.    The Question and Answer format makes it easy for readers to solve their problems and learn more about common pitfalls...
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Beginning CSS: Cascading Style Sheets for Web Design (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2007
The power to build visually stunning web sites is now at your fingertips. This comprehensive introduction clearly shows you how to combine Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) with HTML, XHTML, or XML to create rich, aesthetically compelling web designs. It follows a browser-neutral point of view so you can easily develop sites that are compatible with...
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Foundation Flash Cartoon AnimationFriends of Ed, 2007
Whether you are an experienced Flash designer or developer looking for a guide to doing animation in Flash, or a novice to Flash who is looking for an effective way to create and distribute animations, this book will prove invaluable to you.  Covering every aspect of Flash animation, the book is a fast-paced yet thorough review of the Flash...
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Windows Media 9 Series by ExampleCMP Books, 2003
Videographers can harness the potential that WM9 offers to deliver high-quality video and multimedia via DVD and over the Internet. Illustrated examples and tutorials demonstrate the basic functionality of WM9 as well as the options available to advanced users who wish to design new applications with the software development kit. Professional...
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Seam in ActionManning Publications, 2008
JBoss Seam is an exciting new application framework based on the Java EE platform that is used to build rich, web-based business applications. Seam is rapidly capturing the interest of Java enterprise developers because of its focus on simplicity, ease of use, transparent integration, and scalability.
  Seam in Action offers a...
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Palm OS ProgrammingPearson Education, 2002
The PalmOS is the most widely-distributed operating system for handheld computers, with tens of millions of devices in use worldwide.  Palm has a thriving developer community, with over 350,000 registered developers and countless hobbyist developers.  The new edition of PalmOS Programming introduces the many updates to the PalmOS operating system...
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